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CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING A
VACATION OWNER AND WELCOME TO
INTERVAL GOLD®

WELCOME TO
A WORLD
OF VACATION
POSSIBILITIES

Get ready to have the time of your life — over and over and over again!
Through Interval International® and the magic of vacation exchange,
a world of exciting experiences awaits. As your vacation exchange
network, Interval connects you with nearly 3,200 resorts in more than 80
countries around the globe. So, when you want to go somewhere new,
now you have the ability to do so!
And when you want to travel without exchanging, Getaways provide you
with unsurpassed value. Getaways are affordable, weeklong escapes
available in some of the most popular travel destinations around the world.
You also have access to Interval Travel®, our full-service travel agency that
delivers one-stop shopping for everything and anything vacation-related.
What’s more, you have access to a host of benefits that will help you save
money and make your travel planning easier.

READY TO SEE ALL THE AMAZING THINGS YOU
CAN DO WITH YOUR INTERVAL GOLD MEMBERSHIP?
JUST TURN THE PAGE AND START EXPLORING!
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6 WAYS TO KICK-START YOUR MEMBERSHIP
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GO TO INTERVALWORLD.COM

READ ALL ABOUT IT

EXCHANGE FOR A CHANGE

IT’S GOOD TO GET AWAY

MOBILE TRAVEL PLANNING

ONE-STOP TRAVEL SHOP

Click Create Profile to start taking

Once you’ve created a web profile,

When you’re ready to travel somewhere

Travel more often with affordable,

With the Interval International To Go

Through Interval Travel, you can make

advantage of your Interval Gold

check out a host of travel-planning

other than your home resort or club,

weeklong Getaways. These spacious

app, you can make an exchange,

all of your travel arrangements in one

membership. Then, sign up for emails

tools, such as Community, Interval HD,

Interval has a vacation for every taste,

resort accommodations are available in

purchase a Getaway, watch resort

place. Reserve a flight, get a great deal

to get the latest news on availability,

and the Resort Directory. Explore

every occasion, and every personality.

destinations around the world, often cost

videos on Interval HD, search the

on a cruise (backed by our Best Price

promotions, deals, and more.

Interval resort areas and learn about

To learn how to search for availability,

less than a few nights at a hotel, and are

Resort Directory, and more, right on

Guarantee), rent a car, and take up to

popular activities in the Travel Planner.

deposit a week, and request an

backed by our Best Price Guarantee. As

your mobile device.

65 percent off select hotel bookings

And be on the lookout for Interval

exchange, turn to page 7. And, because

an Interval Gold member, you receive

World magazine, which keeps you

you’re an Interval Gold member, you can

$25 off every Getaway. Plus, when you

informed about the latest hotspots, and

trade for resort vacations of less than

purchase any Getaway during your

gives you benefit information along with

a week, as well as cruises, hotel stays,

first year of membership, you save an

fantastic travel deals.

tours, and more!

additional $25.

®

UPGRADE
TO INTERVAL
PLATINUM®
for even more savings and
other travel-related benefits.

powered by Priceline Partner Network!
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EXCHANGE WITH INTERVAL GOLD

EXCHANGE IN ACTION

With your Interval Gold membership, you can do it all! Want to go away for a
full week? You can! Maybe you only want to take a long weekend? Through
ShortStay Exchange®, you can do that as well. And with Interval Options®,
you can even exchange your vacation time toward the purchase of a cruise,
hotel, tour, golf, or spa vacation, or a unique Interval Experiences adventure.
The only hard part will be finding enough time to do it all!

Making an exchange with Interval is simple. Sign in to intervalworld.com
and search by destination, or resort and travel date. If the week you want
is available, you’ll receive an instant confirmation. If not, choose from one
of the exchange methods below. If you prefer to speak with an exchange
advisor, call 800-INTERVAL.
DEPOSIT FIRST
Who it’s for: Weeks-based members who want a different kind of vacation
experience in a new destination, or at a different time of year.

WANT EXCHANGE IDEAS?
EXPLORE THE RESORT DIRECTORY AT INTERVALWORLD.COM.

Advantage: If you plan ahead, you can enjoy a travel window of up to four years.

REQUEST FIRST
Who it’s for: All points-based members; weeks-based members who want to
retain their home resort until a request is confirmed.
Advantage: You can place an exchange request up to two years before your
home resort week, and you can still travel to your home resort if you don’t receive
a confirmation. And once you place a pending request, our system will do the
searching for you!

Want to go somewhere new?

DEPOSIT
YOUR WEEK
and search when
you’re ready.

FLEXCHANGE
Use Flexchange® if you request
a vacation exchange from
59 days to 24 hours before check-in.
Visit INTERVALWORLD.COM for
a sampling of available destinations.
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EVEN MORE BENEFITS OF EXCHANGE
n DEPOSIT EXTENSIONS — If you can’t travel before your

n GUEST CERTIFICATES — You can now give the perfect

deposit expires, extend it by six or 12 months.*

gift to friends and family: your confirmed exchange. Guest
Certificates are free if you upgrade to Interval Platinum.

n E-PLUS — Change destinations, resorts, or travel
®

dates up to three times for a low, one-time fee.

n UNIT-SIZE UPGRADES — From time to time, you may be

Purchase E-Plus when you place your exchange request, up until

able to trade for a larger unit than the one you deposited (a fee

five days after receiving your confirmation.

applies). Just look for the upgrade options displayed when you

®

2

exchange your week on intervalworld.com.

n CHOOSE2 — Turn your upcoming confirmed
exchange into two seven-day vacations, without

n TRAVEL INSURANCE — Guard yourself and

giving up another week or any additional points.**

your vacation investment with Trip Protection
provided by Allianz Global Assistance. For a low fee,

Stay an extra week at the same resort, visit a different resort in the

travel with confidence knowing you’re protected. Terms,

same area, or go to another participating destination.

conditions, and exclusions apply.

*A fee applies.
**The Choose2 program requires the standard exchange fee for each week reserved.

SHORTSTAY
EXCHANGE
Turn your resort week into two
shorter vacations of six nights or less.
Points-based members can make
as many ShortStay Exchanges as
their points allow.
Now you have the flexibility to enjoy
breaks that fit your schedule!
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EXCHANGE FLEXIBILITY WITH INTERVAL GOLD
When you want a different kind of vacation, you have options — Interval Options! Different options mean a variety of ways
to make your exchange. Trade your resort week or points toward the purchase of a cruise, hotel, tour, golf, or spa vacation,
or a unique Interval Experiences adventure. With Interval Options, you can enjoy a different kind of vacation year after year.
CRUISE EXCHANGE

HOTEL EXCHANGE

TOUR EXCHANGE

GOLF EXCHANGE

SPA EXCHANGE

INTERVAL EXPERIENCES

Have you ever wanted to sail through the majestic fjords of

With hotel exchange, you have access to thousands of fantastic

Ready for that trip of a

Swing away in Scotland, yell

Relax and rejuvenate at some

From safari adventures and

Alaska? Or experience the history and culture of Europe on

hotels, as well as condo-style accommodations. Trade your

lifetime? Witness the beauty

“fore” in Florida, and zone in

of the world’s best holistic

cultural excursions to culinary

a Mediterranean journey? With cruise exchange, you can!

week or points toward a stay in New York City, Paris, Rome,

of the Amazon rain forest, visit

on a hole-in-one in Arizona.

hotspots. Enjoy hot-stone

events and bucket-list items,

Choose from exciting itineraries around the world on top cruise

Sydney, Tokyo, or other cosmopolitan destinations. Want peace

historic European cities, walk

Golf packages typically include

therapies, deep-tissue

Interval Experiences has it all.

lines such as Carnival Cruise Line, Celebrity Cruises, Disney

and quiet? How does Aruba, Hawaii, or Tahiti sound?

sections of the Great Wall of

accommodations, greens fees,

massages, and age-defying

China, and much more.

a golf cart for one round per

facials. You’ll leave feeling like

day, and full breakfasts.

a new person!

Cruise Line, Holland America Line, Norwegian Cruise Line,
Royal Caribbean, and Viking Cruises. With cruise exchange,
you can enjoy multiple destinations on one vacation.

GO TO INTERVALWORLD.COM OR
CALL 888-335-9366.

GO TO INTERVALWORLD.COM.

CALL 888-335-9366.
VIRTUALLY EVERY KIND OF VACATION IS NOW WITHIN YOUR REACH WITH INTERVAL OPTIONS!

DISCOVER ALL
OF THE
EXCHANGE
POSSIBILITIES
WITH INTERVAL
OPTIONS.
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VACATION MORE WITH GETAWAYS
Your Interval Gold membership goes far beyond exchange, providing you
with a host of ways to vacation how and when you want.
GETAWAYS
If you love vacations then you’re really going to love Getaways. Getaways are
affordable, weeklong resort accommodations in popular locations around the
globe. They’re available in the sun-splashed tropics, the pine-scented mountains,
cosmopolitan cities, theme park hotspots, and more. They come in all shapes and
sizes, from multibedroom units for large traveling parties to intimate studios for
that romantic escape. Many also include kitchens, along with a variety of on-site
amenities. And the price is always right, often costing less than just a few nights at a
hotel. Want more good news? You don’t trade your resort week or points!

GREAT RATES. AND WE BACK IT UP.
When you travel with Interval, you travel with confidence. With our
Best Price Guarantee on Getaways (and cruises, too), there’s no
need to shop around for a better rate. In fact, if you find a lower price for the stay you
booked with us, for the same unit size and resort, and for the same time period you
reserved, we’ll refund the difference — GUARANTEED!*

GET $25 OFF
EVERY GETAWAY,
and an

WANT TO SHARE THE GIFT OF TRAVEL?
Buy a Guest Certificate and give your Getaway to a friend or family member.

AT AN ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORT, YOUR GETAWAY OR
EXCHANGE VACATION IS ALL FUN AND NO HASSLE.
FOOD, DRINKS, AND ACTIVITIES ARE TYPICALLY INCLUDED.
FOR ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORTS, LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL
IN THE RESORT DIRECTORY OR IN THE TRAVEL PLANNER.

*For complete terms and conditions of the program, go to intervalworld.com.

ADDITIONAL
$25 OFF
during your first year of
Interval membership!
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Bonus: Get up to

BOOK WITH INTERVAL TRAVEL
Through your Interval Gold membership, the world truly is your oyster. And
because your vacation needs are unique to you, there’s Interval Travel. It’s
your one-stop travel shop for hotel stays, car rentals, resort deals, flights,
cruises, sightseeing excursions, travel insurance, and more.

5 MORE REASONS TO
START PACKING
1. Make a resort booking for a short
escape, or add a few days to your
Getaway or cruise vacation.

HOTEL DISCOUNTS
Get up to 65 percent off select hotel bookings with special Interval Gold Member
Deals — available only at intervalworld.com! Choose from thousands of hotels
worldwide — powered by Priceline Partner Network. Whether you need one night, five
nights, or more, just search, book, and save.

2. Purchase airline tickets and never pay an
online ticketing fee.

3. Choose from more than 10,000 tours
and vacation activities in over 1,000
destinations.

4. Rent a car from top agencies and get
CRUISES

special discounts and added value.

Let Interval Travel set you up with the perfect itinerary on the perfect cruise line.

5. Protect your exchange, Getaway,

Whether you’re looking for a weekend jaunt to the sunny Bahamas or a weeklong

or other travel investment from the

excursion on the oceans or rivers of the world, your ideal sailing awaits. You’ll never

unexpected with a variety of affordable

be charged a booking fee, and you’ll get up to $100 cash back on select cruises.

Trip Protection plans from Allianz Global
Assistance.

And with our Best Price Guarantee on cruises, there’s no need to shop
CRUISES

around for your next cruise vacation. If you find a lower price for the
same cruise (ship, itinerary, sailing date, occupancy, deck, and cabin

category), we’ll match it — GUARANTEED!*

TURN TO INTERVAL TRAVEL FOR ALL OF YOUR
VACATION NEEDS! VISIT INTERVALWORLD.COM TODAY!

*For complete terms and conditions of the program, go to intervalworld.com.

GET UP TO
65% OFF
SELECT HOTEL
BOOKINGS

$100 CASH BACK
ON
SELECT CRUISES!
Find out more at intervalworld.com.
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SAVE WITH INTERVAL GOLD
UP TO TWO FREE WEEKEND RENTAL DAYS WITH
HERTZ GOLD PLUS REWARDS®

DINING AND LEISURE DISCOUNTS

Join Hertz Gold Plus Rewards and earn bonus points with up

retail locations across the U.S. and Canada. Access these terrific

to two qualifying rentals. You can use the points toward up to

savings online, or for added convenience, search for and redeem

two free weekend rental days.* You will also enjoy access to

offers from your mobile device. Hooray for savings!

Enjoy discounts at thousands of participating restaurants and

exclusive benefits that will make your rental experience faster,
easier, and more rewarding:
• Mobile Gold Alerts/Carfirmation®: Receive vehicle updates
or select an upgrade right from your phone.
• eReturn and eReceipts: Skip the counter, the lines, and
the paperwork.
• Hertz Ultimate Choice®: Decide what you drive when you
arrive. Hertz Gold Plus Rewards members get access to
exclusive vehicles based on status when booking a midsizeclass vehicle or higher.
*Taxes and fees excluded. For complete terms and conditions of the program,
go to intervalworld.com.

OTHER BENEFITS
n OFFERS & EXTRAS
Online shopping just got a whole lot easier and less expensive. Find deals on a wide
variety of goods and services, all in one convenient spot.
Here’s a sampling of what you’ll find:
• Buy attraction tickets in advance for Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando Resort,
SeaWorld Orlando, and more.
• Receive Hertz discounts and special offers, and get up to 35 percent off when you
rent a car.
• Reserve tours in vacation hotspots across the U.S.
• Find sweet deals on apparel, home goods, health and beauty products,
and much more.

n CONDÉ NAST MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a one-year subscription from a selection of popular publications when you make a
qualifying transaction with Interval. Plus, enjoy exclusive discounts on all Condé Nast

GO TO INTERVALWORLD.COM AND EXPLORE ALL THE WAYS YOU CAN SAVE.

magazines for gifts or additional subscriptions.

n GLOBAL EMERGENCY TRAVEL SERVICES
For just $59 — 70 percent off the regular price — you can provide your family with
peace of mind and a year’s worth of emergency medical-evacuation services and

UP TO TWO FREE
WEEKEND RENTAL DAYS
WITH HERTZ GOLD
PLUS REWARDS

Enroll at intervalworld.com.

other vital travel benefits.

CLICK AND SAVE AT INTERVALWORLD.COM TODAY!
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PLAY WITH INTERVAL GOLD
Here’s a group of benefits that will make your travel planning — and travel
doing — a whole lot easier. And you can take advantage of them whether
you’re at home or away!

Gain access to

MORE THAN 1,000
PRIVATE COURSES
and search for tee times at

OVER 1,500
PUBLIC COURSES.

n Get the assistance you need, with a personalized touch, with VIP CONCIERGESM.
Want tickets to a popular show? And directions to get there? How about dinner
reservations at a trendy restaurant afterward? You’ve got it!
n You don’t have to be a foodie to love DINING CONNECTION — but it doesn’t
hurt. Enjoy VIP treatment at more than 250 partner restaurants in over 30 of the world’s
top markets. Many locations also offer special value-added amenities!
n Through GOLF CONNECTION, you can play at some of the most prestigious
golf courses, including more than 1,000 private courses across the U.S. and Canada.
Plus, search for available tee times at over 1,500 public courses. Fore! Score!
n Want in-depth travel tips and advice on top destinations worldwide? Look no further
than CITY GUIDES. You’ll discover hot restaurants, insider shopping tips, sightseeing
musts, not-to-be missed museums, luxurious spas, and more!

IT PAYS TO PLAY WITH INTERVAL GOLD!
SIGN IN TO INTERVALWORLD.COM TODAY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THESE BENEFITS AND MUCH MORE.

UPGRADE TO
INTERVAL PLATINUM
TODAY!
Our most prestigious level
of membership gives you
everything that Interval Gold has
to offer, and much more.
Learn more at intervalworld.com.
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VACATION PLANNING
As the saying goes, planning really is half the fun. And with your Interval Gold
membership, it’s not only fun, but easy to explore and plan your perfect break.
n INTERVAL INTERNATIONAL TO GO APP
The Interval International To Go app is packed with powerful new features that make it a
snap to plan your vacation on the go! Make an exchange, buy a Getaway, search for resorts
on a map, and more. It’s free for iPhone®- and AndroidTM-device users.

n INTERVAL HD
View resort and destination videos before you travel. You can also watch helpful videos
that take you through the exchange process and show you how to get the most out of your
Interval Gold membership.

n COMMUNITY
Connect with fellow members and share exchange tips, resort details, travel
recommendations, and more. And you can do so in real time, from anywhere in the world.
Sign in to intervalworld.com, create a screen name, and begin exploring.

n TRAVEL PLANNER
This is your essential go-to resource for everything about your Interval membership. It will
open your eyes and get your adrenaline flowing as you explore things to do, as well as places
to stay in Interval’s vast network of resorts around the globe.

n INTERVAL WORLD MAGAZINE
Your members-only magazine is packed with the latest exchange and Getaway hotspots,
membership benefits, new resorts, in-depth destination articles, travel bargains, and
exclusive offers.

AT
INTERVALWORLD.COM,
you can make an exchange,
purchase a Getaway, peruse the
Resort Directory, connect on
Community, watch Interval HD videos,
find shopping bargains,
and so much more.

I N T E R VA LW O R L D . C O M
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